Emotional robots are always the focus of artificial intelligence (AI), and intelligent control of robot facial expression is a hot research topic. This paper focuses on the design of humanoid robot head, which is divided into three steps to achieve. The first step is to solve the uncanny valley about humanoid robot, to find and avoid the relationship between human being and robot; the second step is to solve the association between human face and robot head; compared with human being and robots, we analyze the similarities and differences and explore the same basis and mechanisms between robot and human analyzing the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which guides us to achieve humanoid expressions. On the basis of the previous two steps, the third step is to construct a robot head; through a series of experiments we test the robot head, which could show some humanoid expressions; through human-robot interaction, we find people are surprised by the robot head expression and feel happy.
Introduction
Robots play an increasingly important role in our life and work, to assist and even replace the human work in more and more fields. With the development of society, the traditional robots can't meet human beings, humanoid robots [1] [2] [3] are coming, and human beings want more and more analogue. There are many famous humanoid robots, for instance, Kismet and Leonardo made from MIT in USA, ROMAN made in Germany, and WE-robot and SAYA made in Japan, which all could surprise people and give some kind of special feelings but cannot gain some place in person's awareness. This paper divided these humanoid robots into two domains. First like a beautiful flower vase to people, human beings find it is an amazing thing, and only like to see its actions, for instance, smile, anger; these robots are almost made in Japan and have shocking appearance; second like a toy to people, we find it interesting to play with this kind of robots, which can show some facial expressions, and these robots are always made in USA and Europe.
In order to avoid these cases and simplify the whole design, this paper is meant to make a humanoid robot head instead of the whole body, which not only has good appearance, but also can show some expressions. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we introduce two kinds of humanoid robots. In Section 2 we introduce the concept of the uncanny valley. In Section 3 we talk about the Facial Action Coding System (FACS). In Section 4 we design the hardware and software of the robot head and build the robot head according to the previous design. Finally in Sections 5 and 6 we test the robot head and validate our conclusion.
Uncanny Valley
People always think that robot should be more and more like us, and the trend is still so, but people gradually discovered that robots appear more like human, from the appearance to voice, and even have feeling; our sense of their familiarity increases until we come to a valley, where we feel horror, as shown in Figure 1 ; this relation could be called the "uncanny valley" [4, 5] . The main purpose of making kinds of robots is based on functional application; from this standpoint, the robots must perform functions similar to human laborers, but their appearance is not evaluated. If we plot industrial robots on a graph of familiarity versus appearance, they lie near the origin, so they show a little resemblance to human being, and generally speaking people do not think them to be familiar. But if we go further, giving more importance to the appearance of robot than its function, robots will have a somewhat human-like appearance, for instance, a face, two arms, two legs, and a torso. This design lets children enjoy a sense of familiarity with the humanoid toy. So the toy robot is approaching the top of the first peak and a healthy person is at the top of the second peak. And when we die, we fall into the trough of the uncanny valley. Our body becomes cold, our color changes, and movement ceases. Therefore, our impression of death can be explained by the movement from the second peak to the uncanny valley as shown by the dashed line in the figure. Human beings themselves lie at the final goal of robotics, which is why we make an effort to build human-like robots. For example, robot's arms may be composed of a metal cylinder with many bolts, but to achieve a more human-like appearance we paint over the metal in skin tones. These cosmetic efforts cause a resultant increase in our sense of the robot's familiarity. We hope to design robots or prosthetic hands that will not fall into the uncanny valley, so we have to take the first peak as the goal in building robots rather than the second. Although the second peak is higher, there is a far greater risk of falling into the uncanny valley. We predict that it is possible to produce a safe familiarity by a non-human-like design. So designers must consider this key point.
Facial Action Coding System
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [6] [7] [8] [9] was developed by Ekman and Friesen in 1978 to objectively measure facial activity for behavioral science investigations of the face, which provided an objective description of facial signals in terms of component motions, or "facial actions. " They defined 46 action units (AUs), as shown in Table 1 , and each action unit was constituted by one or several pieces muscles, to correspond to each independent motion of the face, and they combined different action units to show different facial expressions. Because units can be freely combined among the various actions, in other words, person's face may have 10,000 kinds of expression, 3000 of them maybe have the same emotional significance and people could only distinguish a few expressions. FACS continues to be the leading method for measuring facial expressions in behavioral science. According to FACS, humans share seven emotional facial expressions regardless of ethnic group, culture, and country, which are happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, disgust, and contempt, so we take FACS to guide the design, to build the implementation platform. Based on FACS, we use software named FaceGen [10] to further simulate facial expressions and finally simplify these AUs. Under the FACS, we could divide our humanoid robot head into six parts, for instance, eyeball, eyelid, eyebrow, mandible, mouth, and neck, as shown in Table 2 ; each control point is a servo, which could pull or push to control actions. Through FaceGen simulation, we make a decision to use 15 control points instead of 46 AUs, which also could show facial expressions and will be explained in detail in Section 5, as shown in Table 3 .
Design of Robot Head
The most notable feature of artificial emotion expression robot [11] [12] [13] is to interact with the human naturally, understand human, and, at the same time, be able to face feedback. There are a number of robot systems for different purposes that are designed to interact with people; in general, these robot systems can be either embodied (the human interacts with a robot or an animated avatar) or disembodied (the human interacts through speech or text entered at a keyboard). We choose to make the embodied system of robot head, which is more real and attractive. The whole design of robot head is divided into two main parts: intelligent control system which belongs to the software work; humanoid structure and motor control system which belong to the mechanical work. Intelligent control system is the soul of Right eye flat the robot, which makes robot create humanoid emotion. Mechanical structure is the emotional carrier, which could change emotional information to action command.
Intelligent Control System. If a robot wants to show its own feelings in a moment
, it needs to analyze not only the external environment and its own emotional state, but also signal of human language, body movements, and facial expressions and this requires modeling of the emotional state of the robot. As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , we devise the control architecture of robot head, use computer vision and sensors to get information from human, and send it to three databases. After operation processing, the system could make decisions and generate homologous orders; finally we use FACS and emotional speech synthesis to show us humanoid feelings. [14] [15] [16] . A robot with artificial emotion needs to be able to carry out a series of facial expressions and body language gestures, and facial expressions are more important and attractive to people, so the head design of humanoid expression robot is a key part. Robots obtain and analyze information, make comprehensive decisions, and finally realize their inner emotional states through the head expression, such as showing a smiling, upset, happy, or scared expression. Through taking advantage of the electronic and mechanical technology more harmony and unity, finally people can make the natural flow of emotional communication with robots. As shown in Figure 4 , the mechanical design of the robot facial expressions is based on FACS, and steering gears drive the emotional robot head; the synthesis of each feature point movement forms the robot's facial expression. For example, when people expressed surprise, the eyebrows lift and bend higher and eyebrow skin will be stretched. robot design is consistent with this, you will get a surprised face. We design the whole framework of robot head, which gives us a blueprint of robot head, so we can make it step by step. From the blueprint to real, we need three steps.
Mechanical Structure
Step 1. Manufacture machinery entity: we make internal structure, which has many parts, which is strict control of parts of precision; through stress analysis we further select the fairish servos, which are 15 in robot head. This step is cumbersome and needs a lot of time; it is about four weeks to us.
Step 2. Mount head shell: although we have made the "bones" of the robot head, we still cannot install facial skin directly. Human head is not only bone, but also there are a large number of muscles to fill up and we cannot simply reproduce human head, because there are a large number of servos in the robot head; we cannot use filler and have to find a way to replace muscles; through experiments we make a light-weight and rigid fiberglass shell.
Step 3. Install facial skin: we often feel bad about the head of facial damaged skin; most of the time ordinary people feel disgusted about the bare skull. I would not be surprised that you are afraid of the robot head in Figure 4 . In order to make robots more like human and in order that humans seem more comfortable, we install facial skin to robot using silicone and not only is this silicone similar to human skin, but the hands feel good as well.
Through the above three steps, we basically build the facial emotion expression robot head, only missing servos control, and we use PIC to control servos and voice module to process speech.
Experiments
After Section 4, we successively design the intelligent control system and build a real robot head, which could show some simple and complex facial expressions to human; in order to examine our work, this paper designs two experiments: the first is to test the uncanny valley and the second is FACS.
Experiment I.
As we said in Section 2, our humanoid robot head has to avoid the uncanny valley, so we invited 100 students to evaluate the different stages of our robot head from two factors, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 , first factor in red line is similarity from 1 to 10, and 10 is the most similar. Second factor in blue line is satisfaction, which is also from 1 to 10, and 10 is the most satisfactory; we find that the stages of 4, 5, and 6 are the uncanny valley of our robot head, and finally people are pleased with our humanoid robot.
Experiment II.
In order to assess the effect of artificial expression, we invited 100 students and 50 teachers to appraise our robot head and score from 0 to 10. In order to make testers without technical bias to our robot, we chose students and teachers from other nonrelated colleges, which had not seen other physical robots, so they could only contrast our robot and human beings. Experiment is as follows.
Step 1. We let robot head show 6 basic facial expressions: pleasure, anger, fear, sadness, disgust, and neutrality and students and teachers selected the most human-like; these facial expressions formed Group 1. Step 2. We let robot head show combined expression, for instance, upset and amazement, and students and teachers selected their favorite expressions, which formed Group 2.
Step 3. From Groups 1 and 2, we let students and teachers score each facial expression, and sum mean was the final score.
Step 4. From high to low of the scores we arranged Groups 1 and 2 to a new group, Group 3, and analyzed the importance of the single part in the facial expressions.
Through testers scoring and sorting, we got Group 3, as shown in Figure 6 and number 1 was the highest score.
Conclusion
From the results of human-robot interaction, we found that robot head with 15 servos could only show basic facial expressions, but that is enough for now; currently our laboratory robot is still in the research phase and we hoped to explore a path of robot emotion. Students and teachers who took the test did not feel horrible, and the most interesting part is eye. Through analysis results we found the key of the intelligent control system and successfully avoided the uncanny valley; compared with emotional control, it is easier to make physical appearance, but not inherent control or robot emotion; most of testers thought this robot head was more than 80 percent similar to human, especially after makeup. Under the guidance of the uncanny valley and FACS, we analyze the relevance between human and robot and by comparing the emotional foundation we find the way to achieve intelligent control of emotion and build the framework of robot. Using computer, MEMS, and related technologies, robots can have artificial emotion expressions and avoid the uncanny valley; finally we find that this robot head has the characteristics of being personalized and userfriendly and is able to achieve a harmonious interaction. But there are some shortcomings in this design: the first problem is that robots need more control points to show expressions and there is not enough space for more servos; if we want more space for servos, we have to make a bigger head, which makes it not like normal person. The next problem is that robot has lacked related equipment to collect sufficient data information, which makes the emotional decision-making extremely difficult; sometimes its decision is wrong, even ironic. Existing technology and theory cannot give the robot a lot of support, and robots do not have brain and heart to learn and think exactly like human being for now, but, with technology advancement, we think these problems will have a good solution.
